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Factors Associated With

The Attitudes of Prospective

Male Graduates
Of Negro Colleges in 1954 Toward

Entering a Seminary

By Andrew J . Hargrett

In view of the general upsurge of interest in national and

world affairs, and the increasing emphasis being placed on

religion in current literature, it seems that a study of this

nature might be significant. Consequently, a research study,

based on the questionnaire and interview techniques, was de-

veloped. The study herein reported was designed primarily

to ascertain: (a) the factors that appear to influence the de-

cisions of 1954 Negro male prospective graduates of Negro

colleges to study, or not to study, for the ministry; (b) the

correlation of these factors with geographic factors and de-

nominational influences; and (c) the possible implications of

the findings.

In designing this study the investigator assumed that: (a)

it is possible to discover, by using reliable research instruments

and techniques, why so few Negro college men enter seminaries

and schools of religion; (b) certain cultural factors vary with

other cultural factors because there is relationship between the

two and it is possible to explain the affinity of such cultural

factors; and (c) it is possible to discover certain useful impli-

cations of the findings of this study.

Questionnaires were sent to the officials of seventy-one

Negro colleges on November 23, 1953, and by February 16,

1954, 347 questionnaires were processed and returned from
thirty-one colleges and universities—private, church and state

schools—located in nineteen states. Furthermore, personal in-

terviews were conducted with student leaders, during the

period of December 7, 1953 through December 14, 1953, at

nineteen colleges in ten states: Albany State College (Georgia),

Allen University (South Carolina), Arkansas Baptist College

(Arkansas), Benedict College (South Carolina), Bishop Col-

lege (Texas), Clark College (Georgia), Edward Waters Col-

lege (Florida), Fisk University (Tennessee), Florida A. and M.
University (Florida), Grambling College (Louisiana), Jack-
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son College (Mississippi), Johnson C. Smith University (North

Carolina), Morehouse College (Georgia), Philander Smith Col-

lege (Arkansas), Savannah State College (Georgia), Talladega

College (Alabama), Tennessee A. and I. University (Tennes-

see), Tougaloo College (Mississippi), and Wiley College (Tex-

as).

According to the conclusive data from 100 interviews and

347 processed and returned questionnaires, Negro College men
are confused about the "call" to the ministry. Fifty-four per

cent of the same 100 interviews and sixty-four per cent of

the 347 questionnaires revealed that this confusion about the

"call" serves as a deterrent factor discouraging many young
men from entering a seminary.

Eighty per cent of the 100 interviews revealed that the spirit

of the culture is favorable toward college men who aspire to

the ministry. Decisive findings, based upon the 100 inter-

views, which further support the above statement are: (a) col-

lege women are willing to socialize with, and marry, men who
aspire to the ministry, other things being equal; (b) parents

are willing to render support of morale to their sons who plan

the ministry as a career; and (c) eighty-five per cent of the 100
student leaders think that the ministry compares favorably in

respect and dignity with other professions.

Two factors which tend to accentuate a favorable "Weltan-

schauung" for prospective seminarians are close association

with the church and nativity of a small city. Twenty-seven of

the thirty-one prospective seminarians discovered by this study

had held positions in their respective churches. Twenty of the

thirty-one prospective seminarians are natives of cities with

populations of 10,000 or fewer persons.

Eighteen per cent of the students returning completed

questionnaires who are natives of Georgia and South Carolina

are prospected seminarians. Comparing this with other areas,

the following are discovered; from Tennessee, Kentucky and

West Virginia fourteen per cent of the persons completing

questionnaires are prospective seminarians; from North Caro-

lina, Virginia, Maryland, and Washington, D. C, twelve per

cent of the students completing questionnaires are prospective

seminarians, and the same latter figure applies to students of

Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Missouri, while

four per cent of the students answering questionnaires from

Florida, Mississippi and Alabama are prospective seminarians.

Seventy-three per cent of the prospective male college

graduates returning acceptable questionnaires are natives of

large cities.
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According to the findings of this study these are preclusive

factors for prospective seminarians, ranked in order of their

frequency; (a) confusion about the "call"; (b) social restric-

tion of the lives of ministers; (c) unimpressive in-service min-

isters; (d) omission of the ministry in vocational counselling

done by college personnel workers; (e) low salaries of in-

service ministers; and (f) poor publicity on the part of the

seminaries.

Attempts were made to determine whether or not the pre-

clusive factors listed in the above paragraph are associated

with various denominations, sizes of cities, and/or the native

states of those persons returning questionnaires.

Table I reveals that the previously listed factors are re-

lated to denominational affiliation. According to the data of

the above mentioned table, students of the Catholic church

are the most confused denominational group about the

"call," sixty-seven per cent of the Catholic students having ex-

pressed this concern. The Episcopalian students are less con-

fused than any other denominational group about the "call."

The Catholic students, whose clergy must vow to celibacy, are

more concerned about social restrictions of ministers than any
other religious aggregation. For the Episcopalians who tend

to be liberal with their demands on the clergy, none listed this

as a prohibitive factor. The Methodist with high denominational

assessments and consequently many poorly paid clergymen, and
the Episcopalians who, as far as Negroes are concerned, have

in their membership many well trained and well paid profes-

sional people have more student members who are concerned

about unimpressive ministers than any other denomination. The
Baptists who stress the "calling" more than training, and con-

sequently have many untrained ministers, rank a close third.

Catholic students are less concerned than other denominational

groups about unimpressive ministers.

The Episcopalians with few colleges among Negroes that

are supported by their denomination or with Episcopal heritages

have more students than any other denomination feeling the

need of advice of college counselors on the ministry. The
Baptists with many colleges but an insistence for a "called"

ministry, hence very likely creating much confusion, are second

to the Episcopalians while the Methodists with many schools

and generally a reasonably liberal theology are least of all

concerned about a need for this type of counseling The num-
ber of Catholics who believe there is a need for counseling

by college personnel workers about the ministry is large. This
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may be due to few Negro Catholics who study in Catholic col-

leges. State colleges for Negroes, although nonsectarian, reflect

a Protestant culture.

Table I, also reveals that the Methodist students, whose

denomination puts stress upon trained ministers but offer no

connectional guarantee of salaries for pastors in all-Negro

bodies, are more concerned than any other group about poor

pay of ministers as a deterrence to entering a seminary. Epis-

copalians with a connectional guarantee for clergymen do not

worry at all about poor pay. The Baptist with a large number
of small rural congregations and no connectional salary guaran-

tees for pastors are next to the Methodist with number of stu-

dents having solicitude about this factor. The Catholics whose

clergy is almost out of the economic life of the nation have

produced but few students who are apprehensively concerned

about the compensation of ministers.

More analysis of table I reveals further that Catholic

students are more apprehensive than other denominational

groups about publicity of seminaries. The Methodist students

are second, and the Baptist students are third. The Episco-

palian students do not concern themselves at all about this

factor.

Table II was prepared for the purpose of determining

whether or not the persistent factors which are associated with

election not to enter a seminary are related to the sizes of the

cities of which the subject are natives. This table reveals that

there is a decrease in confusion about the "call" associated

with an increase in the sizes of the cities of nativity. This de-

crease continues until the cities of the 10,000 population size

is reached. This is quite likely to be due to a positive in-

crease in the amount of training of the pastors with the increase

of the size of the cities. However, when cities of 25,000 popu-

lation classes are studied, store front churches, sects and cults

are found to be factors in Negro life and the data of this study

implies that the confusion about the "call" increases with the

increase of size of cities about the 25,000 population class.

In the larger cities, class consciousness is stronger. In the

metropolitan size city—100,000 and up in population—the

store front members are less likely to get to college consequently

there is a decrease in the percentage of college persons who
are confused about the "call."

The rural community has fewer temptations to vice than the

large urban centers and the rural Negro pastor seldom lives
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in the community of his pastorate. Hence in the rural com-

munities there is less apprehension about social restriction

of ministers than in any other size community. When the town

size—2,500-5,000 in population is examined, living is found

to be a community affair with each life. Social pressure is

great and adherence to mores is very exacting. In the town,

college men are more solicituous about social restriction of

ministers than students of any other size city. Concern about

this factor decreases among college men of large cities with

the size of the cities of nativity appearing to be related to the

apprehension.

Table II further reveals that in the rural community where

there is a large number of untrained pastors, the in-service

ministers are unimpressive to college men. As the size of the

cities examined increases in population the number of trained

pastors and the amount of that training increases, and, ac-

cording to the data of this study, correlated with this increase

is an increase of favorable impression that in-service ministers

make upon college men. However, in the 10,000 and 25,000

population size class of city cultists and store-fronters find a

niche in Negro culture and at this point the in-service ministers

lose much of their popularity. The sag in population is offset

as the size of the cities increase. When 250,000 and up popula-

tion class cities are studied, it is found that ministers, as pro-

fessional workers, must compete with bankers, college presi-

dents, real estate brokers and other well trained and well paid

professional and business men. Unimpressive ministers in this

size city are more of a deterent factor among college men who
would otherwise study in seminaries.

By further analyzing the data in table II it is interesting

to observe the difference between rural college men and the

small town student with concern for need in college counseling.

When the percentages of students from various size cities are

compared a need for a study of the task that the personnel work-

ers are attempting to do manifests itself . Who needs counseling?

What do students from various cities need? What is being

done to rectify any faults found when the answers to the first

two questions are known?

When the item of poor pay is correlated with the size of

cities, table II reveals that in middle size cities where ministers

are expected to live on their salaries but church income is likely

to be meager, this factor is the strongest as a prohibitive factor

among men who otherwise would enter a seminary. There is
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one exception to the rule. The students from the city of 10,000

to 25,000 population class find this less of a deterrent factor.

Finally table II reveals that the publicity of seminaries

have been most effective among certain young men and have

excluded others. This exclusion is not likely to be deliberate.

A collate of percentages reveals that twenty-five per cent of

the students that are natives of the 50,000 to 100,000 popula-

tion size cities believe publicity on part of the seminaries is

needed, whereas, only six per cent of the students of some
other size cities think that this is a need. It appears, therefore,

that publicity of seminaries among college students from large

cities is needed. Statistics elsewhere in this study reveal that

the majority of the college graduates will come from the large

cities in 1954.

Lastly table III was analyzed. This table reveals that Geor-

gia and South Carolina are the cradle of the confusion about

the "call." This was implied by eighty-three per cent of the

347 college students making returns of questionnaires. This

is possibly due to the large number of small cities and rural

communities—also cradles of confusion about the "call." Stu-

dents who are natives of North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland,

and Washington, D. C, have less confusion about the "call"

than those of other states. Another examination of table III

reveals that students from Georgia and South Carolina lead all

other students in believing social restriction of ministers is a

deterrent factor for prospective seminarians. Seventy-two per

cent of the students from these states returning questionnaires

made this implication: More students from Georgia and South

Carolina than from other states find in-service ministers un-

impressive. These same students lead in the number who make
the charges against college counselors, that counseling about

the ministry is needed in colleges, in apprehension about poor

pay of ministers, and in feeling that seminries are doing a poor

job of publicity.

In spite of charges which seem to be predominant among
college students from Georgia and South Carolina these states

lead in producing prospective seminarians. There is undoubted-

ly a factor associated with the choice to enter the ministry which

is more insistent than external cultural and social factors.

The conclusion of this study is stated in the following

statements

:

1. College men are most likely to enter a seminary if they

have held positions in church.
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2. The majority of the Negro seminarians will come from
the smaller cities but the majority of the college graduates are

natives of large cities. This is a factor on which there is need

for assiduous work.

3. Confusion about the "call" is the strongest deterrent

factor discouraging young Negro college men from entering

a seminary. The strength of this factor is so extensive and in-

tensive that it warrants the same assiduous work as that of

statement two.

4. Other important factors which discourage Negro college

men from entering seminaries are social restrictions, unim-
pessive in-service ministers, failures of college counselors and
poor publicity on the part of seminaries.

5. The deterrent factors vary in intensity according to

denominational backgrounds, size of cities, and the geographic

regions.

6. There is another factor, or other factors, related to the

choice to study in a seminary which are not social and until this

factor is fully explained it is difficult to make decisive state-

ments of factors related to such a choice.
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